
BLACK LIVES MATTER 

 

 

If you believe that “all lives matter”, then you also need to demand answers to the 

questions asked by activists from the black community. 
____________________________________________ 

“And let’s get a couple things straight, just a little side note – the burden of the 

brutalized is not to comfort the bystander.That’s not our job, alright – stop with all 

that. If you have a critique for the resistance, for our resistance, then you better 

have an established record of critique of our oppression. If you have no interest, if 

you have no interest in equal rights for black people then do not make suggestions 

to those who do. Sit down.” 

- Jesse Williams 

 

Complaints about policing in minority communities are not new, but changing 

technology has made it harder to ignore. When a bystander caught Rodney King’s 

beating on videotape, this violence was brought directly into our living rooms. 

Unfortunately, the video could not guarantee justice. The police involved were 

acquitted and the streets exploded. 
 
 

With the proliferation of smartphones, politicians can no longer claim that Rodney 

King’s beating was an isolated incident. As I write this, video of the aftermath of a 

shooting near Minneapolis is being repeatedly aired; the policeman still pointing 

his gun as Philando Castile takes his last breaths. A graphic video from earlier in 

the week shows a black man in Baton Rouge being shot point blank multiple times 

in the chest after two officers have pinned him to the ground. At the time of the 

shooting, one of the policeman was sitting directly on top of Alton Sterling. After a 

pause, there is another volley of shots. I find it hard to describe the shooting as 

anything but an execution. 
 

A Republican congressman interviewed on CNN cautioned that we should wait 

until these incidents are investigated before we pass judgement. He then went on to 

rail against Clinton’s e-mails, Benghazi, and Lois Lerner and the IRS going after 

conservative groups. To him, these are the incidents that represent a rigged system 

that pits “we the people” versus the elite. A black population that lives in fear of 

those who are supposed to “protect and serve” would probably cite different 

examples. 
 

At a speech at the BET awards, actor Jesse Williams dared to call for equal rights 

by highlighting the cases of Tamir Rice, Rekia Boyd, Eric Gardner, Sandra Bland 
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and Dorian Hunt [sic]. The reaction has been an attempt to silence the messenger. 

A petition demanding that ABC fire Williams from Grey’s Anatomy for spewing 

“a racist, hate speech against law enforcement and white people” and fostering 

“violence...against all races and police officers” has been signed by 23,614 people. 

They have obviously missed the point made by Williams;  he was not asking for 

the rate of whites killed to be increased so that it equals blacks, but for the rate for 

blacks to be reduced. He specifically demands for the methods of de-escalation to 

be used for all races. If the petitioner really feels that “#AllLivesMatter”, then this 

should be an acceptable demand as all lives should include black lives. 

 

                                                                                        ---Carl J. Petersen 
____________________________________________ 
Carl J. Petersen is  a candidate for the District 2 seat on the LAUSD School Board, founder of Change The LAUSD 

and member of the Northridge East Neighborhood Council. You can voice your support for my campaign through 

DFA. Opinions are my own. 
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